Navigating through the environment typically involves anticipating impending changes in heading trajectory in addition to maintaining the current direction of travel. We explored the neural systems involved in the "far road" and "near road" mechanisms proposed by Land and Horwood (1995) using simulated forwards or backwards travel. During forwards egomotion the distant road edges provided future heading information, which participants used to improve their heading judgments. During backwards egomotion the road edges did not enhance performance because they no longer provided prospective information. This behavioural dissociation was reflected at the neural level, where only simulated forwards travel increased activation in a region of the superior parietal lobe and the medial intraparietal sulcus. Providing only near road information during a forwards heading judgment task resulted in activation in the motion complex (MT+). We propose a complementary role for the posterior parietal cortex and MT+ in detecting future path information and maintaining current lane positioning respectively.
Introduction
The ability of an animal to perform goal directed movements though complex environments whilst avoiding obstacles is crucial to that animal's survival. Setting aside the possible presence of confounding eye or head movements, one of the main cues for detecting locomotor direction is optic flow (Warren & Hannon, 1988) . There is a strong body of research investigating how direction of travel can be extracted from flow, see Lappe, Bremmer, & van den Berg (1999) for a review. Whilst much of this work has concentrated on detecting instantaneous heading, more recent studies have modelled the way in which information from flow might be used to enable of the negotiation of scene features such as obstacles or road boundaries (Fajen & Warren, 2003; Wilkie & Wann, 2002; Wilkie, Wann, & Allison, 2008) . Successfully avoiding boundaries at high-speeds requires a level of prospective control that goes beyond the immediate information supplied by instantaneous heading. Here we build on previous work that has identified the cortical regions implicated in detecting heading, with a view to improving our understanding of how the brain integrates the perception of self-motion from flow with the 3D spatial features that shape future path.
Detecting Heading from Flow
There is increasing evidence that both the middle superior temporal (MST) cortex and ventral intraparietal (VIP) cortex perform crucial roles in detecting direction of heading from studies with primate and, more recently, human populations. MST is an area which, alongside area MT, composes the human motion complex (MT+), thought to be the functional equivalent of MST and MT in primates. Whilst area MT is thought to be tuned to cues associated with motion in the visual field (Lagae, Maes, Raiguel, Xiao, & Orban, 1994) , it seems that MST in particular responds to optic flow cues which are concordant with egomotion (expansion/ contraction and rotation) in both primates (Duffy & Wurtz, 1995; Page & Duffy, 2008) and humans (Dukelow et al., 2001; Huk, Dougherty, & Heeger, 2002; Morrone et al., 2000; Smith & Wall, 2007) . Area VIP is located in the dorsal stream and receives input from both MT and MST (Andersen, Asanuma, Essick, & Siegel, 1990) . In macaques, area VIP has been found to respond to components of optic flow (Schaafsma & Duysens, 1996) and, furthermore, representation of heading in VIP is in head centred coordinates (rather than retinal coordinates), suggesting that this region may compensate for eyemovements when encoding instantaneous heading cues (Zhang, Heuer, & Britten, 2004) . More recently, Wall and Smith (2008) have found that whilst both MST and VIP neurons respond strongly to a single optic flow stimulus, consistent with egomotion, MST also responds to local optic flow patches which are surrounded by other optic flow patches, which is inconsistent with egomotion.
Studies which have required human participants to make active heading judgments have found additional activation in several dorsal regions of the parietal lobe. Peuskens, Sunaert, Dupont, Van Hecke, and Orban (2001) found that heading judgments in response to global flow patterns activated a region of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), which the authors claim may be the human homologue of area 7a in primates. Receiving inputs from both MST and VIP, area 7a responds to optic flow signals as well as retinotopic stimulus position and eye position, implicating this region as the neural basis of spatial representation for the purpose of motion through space (Read & Siegel, 1997) .
Integrating heading with forward obstacles or paths
In natural environments navigating through space does not simply involve the detection of instantaneous heading via optic flow. Egomotion necessitates a continual response to adjust heading, the segregation of ground features to enable the detection of obstacles, and the selection of viable pathways. A recent study observed the neural correlates of making heading judgments using ground flow patterns with and without overlaid road markings (Field, Wilkie, & Wann, 2007) . It was found that the presence of continuous road features which provided information about both current trajectory and future path specifically activated areas of bilateral superior parietal lobe (SPL), medial to the focus of activation in the Peuskens et al. (2001) study. A region anterior to the SPL peak of activation responded to error signals when heading was not maintained within road markings. Together, this suggests a dorsal network of regions which not only detect basic cues to egomotion, but also integrate information regarding current and future path boundaries within the visual scene.
Convergent with work on heading detection and steering, research in related fields supports the idea of a parietal contribution to egomotion. Wolbers, Hegarty, Buchel, and Loomis (2008) explored the regions involved in updating the spatial locations of discrete ground features when an observer moves forward (as indicated by optic flow). During the basic task of updating spatial estimates Wolbers and colleagues found bilateral activation of superior parietal cortex; this highlights the role of the SPL in spatial encoding and updating of future targets, obstacles or paths during forwards locomotion. This finding is concordant with research which suggests that the SPL plays a role in visual marking; that is, encoding and subsequent inhibition of old spatial features during visual search (Pollmann et al., 2003) . Such inhibitory processes could undoubtedly play a part in maintaining information regarding future path online whilst simultaneously maintaining current heading. The notion of a parietal involvement in egomotion is strengthened by studies which have implicated a role for the inferior parietal lobe in computing egocentric and body centric aspects of wayfinding tasks (Maguire et al., 2008) . In addition to this, Seubert, Humphreys, Müller and Gramann (2008) have found that patients with parietal (inferior and superior) lesions have difficulties reporting vector translations and drawing heading paths after a simulated tunnel journey shown from an egocentric viewpoint.
Within the stimuli used by Field et al. (2007) there were at least two highly salient features provided by the road; near road edges, which were informative about instantaneous lane position and whether a heading/steering error has occurred; and distal road edges, which provided information regarding future path or, more specifically, the direction of travel which needed to be attained/maintained in 1-2sec time. It can be argued that perceiving future path is an essential requirement for smoothly adjusting current path for tasks such as steering a bend Wilkie & Wann, 2006) . The alternative is to attempt to iteratively correct the direction of travel, moment by moment, with respect to near road edges, which is not a robust strategy as speed of travel increases. Land and Horwood (1995) investigated the behavioural responses to near and far road edge information, using occlusion of road features at varying vertical extents. Presentation of near road edges only allowed for accurate control of lane positioning; however, cues to distant road edges were required to allow smooth steering around simulated bends. The authors interpreted their results as suggesting a near road mechanism for accurate lane positioning and a far road mechanism for timely steering anticipation respectively. Thus, the case for the brain activation identified by Field et al. (2007) being caused by processing of specific future path information would be strengthened by a clear behavioural effect if far road features were presented in isolation. The use of such preparatory heading information in order to improve lane positioning at a later point in time would suggest that this region is not only involved in representing egocentric coordinates but also in storage and inhibition of such coordinates until they should be appropriately utilised. Field et al. (2007) did not test the far road in isolation, but here we address this by presenting far and near road features independently. We required participants to "passively" steer using a joystick. This means participants attempted to indicate the path that they perceive themselves to be on, but their heading remained computer controlled and there are no visual consequences of them making a mistake (or error feedback from mistakes). We predicted that presenting far road features would improve accuracy and timing of their passive steering responses and also reproduce the SPL activation found by Field et al. (2007) , but this area would not be activated by near road edges. There is the possibility, however, that the far road edges just provide a salient environmental feature, and as such their motion within the scene aids the detection of heading (Li & Warren, 2000) . We addressed this in two ways; firstly we included a condition where the projected view was opposite to the direction of travel (i.e. travelling backwards). The logic behind the inclusion of the backwards condition was that road edges provide equivalent local motion cues during backward and forward travel, but they only indicate future path during forward travel. In addition to this we calculated the local motion of the roads edges in the scene and correlated these with steering adjustments to assess whether participants were using these as a cue to steering.
Materials and Methods

Participants
14 neurotypical, paid volunteers (7 males and 7 females) aged between 20 and 35 (mean = 27.21, sd = 4.79) took part in this study. 13/14 participants were right handed, one participant was left handed. The study was approved by a local ethical committee; all participants were screened according to standard fMRI scanning guidelines and gave their written consent to take part in the study.
Stimulus Presentation
Stimuli were projected on to a screen at the end of the scanner bore via a projector in the scanner control room. Participants viewed the screen whilst lying in the bore of the scanner via a mirror positioned ~15 cm from their eyes. The screen refresh rate was 60 Hz and the resolution was 1024*768 pixels. The horizontal and vertical extent of the screen was 34º and 30º respectively.
Experimental Paradigms
This study comprised of four separate experiments. Two of these experiments were localisers for regions known to be active during saccadic eye movement (localiser 1) and during the detection of optic flow components consistent with egomotion (localiser 2). Whilst we were not specifically interested in the main results of these two localisers we used activation from these experiments to create regions of interest (ROIs) for the purpose of either exclusively masking activation in the two main experiments, or for the purpose of comparing signal change in these ROIs across conditions in the two main experiments. Details of these procedures are given below.
Due to restrictions on the amount of time a participant was allowed to spend in the scanner in a 24 hour period (<90 mins), two separate scanning sessions were carried out on two separate days. Session 1 consisted of experiment 1 and localiser 1, and session 2 consisted of experiment 2 and localiser 2. The order in which participants received these sessions was alternated to control for practice effects in the two main experiments. A subset of participants came in for a third session in which eye movement data were recorded in the scanner environment. In total 12 of the 14 participants returned for two scanning sessions and completed all experiments. One participant did not complete localiser 2 and one participant did not complete experiment 2.
Localiser 1, parietal eye field localiser. We used a saccadic eye movement task to locate the parietal eye fields (PEF), a parietal region thought to be the putative human homologue of the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) in monkeys. The PEFs are commonly activated when making saccadic eye movements (Kan, Misaki, Koike, & Miyauchi, 2008) as well as suppressing them (Schraa-Tam et al., 2008) . The PEFs are also linked with the perception of retinal motion (Erickson & Thier, 1991) and are known to have strong connections to the frontal eye fields (Corbetta et al., 1998; Perry & Zeki, 2000) . The functional localisation of PEF in the saccadic eye movement task allowed us to use exclusive masking procedures in order to remove activation from contrasts in experiments 1 and 2 which may have been directly related to planning eye movements or spatial shifts of attention in response to the road edges, rather than integrating future path information per se; this procedure was effective in our previous study (Field et al., 2007) . The saccade localiser task was used in two further instances; first, to determine whether eye movement or attentional effects resulted in higher activation in the region found to be involved in detecting future path and, second to see whether the PEFs were activated to a different extent across each of the heading conditions. Participants were presented with alternating fixation (Fix) or saccade (Sacc) conditions. During the Fix condition only one fixation dot was present in the centre of the screen and participants were asked to remain fixated on that dot. During the Sacc condition a dot jumped randomly round the screen, changing position every 500ms. The maximum horizontal eccentricity of the dot was 12.5 degrees from the centre of the screen and the maximum vertical eccentricity was 6.25 degrees from the centre of the screen. Participants were asked to track this dot in the visual scene as accurately as possible. In total there were 8 blocks of the Sacc condition, which were 20 seconds each in duration. Each Sacc block was interspersed with a Fix block with 16 second duration; the total epi scanning time was 4 minutes and 52.5 seconds.
Localiser 2, human motion complex localiser. The purpose of this experiment was to localize the MT and MST components of MT+ in order to assess whether different simulated egomotion conditions resulted in differential BOLD response in a region known to respond to egomotion cues. The experimental paradigm used was based on experimental procedures outlined by several researchers (Dukelow et al., 2001; Huk et al., 2002; Smith & Wall, 2007) . The MST component of MT+ has been found to respond to ipsilateral and contralateral optic flow patterns, whilst the MT component had been found to respond primarily to contralateral stimuli (Dukelow et al., 2001; Huk et al., 2002; Smith & Wall, 2007; Wall & Smith, 2008) . To differentiate between contralateral and ipsilateral activation we presented patches of alternately expanding and contracting dots in either the left or right visual hemisphere. The patches subtended a visual angle of 5º, and comprised of uniformly distributed moving dots (0.15 dots/ degree ) which each subtended the visual angle at 0.3º and had a dot life of 150ms. The eccentricity of the centre of these patches (left or right) was 13.5º from the centre of the screen. Participants were told to focus on a central fixation cross throughout the duration of the experiment. 16 second blocks of alternately expanding and contracting dots were interleaved with 16 second blocks of static dot patches. This experiment consisted of 2 runs, each of 4 minutes and 25 seconds, presenting a total of 8 blocks of each of the left and right optic flow patterns and 8 blocks each of the left and right static patterns.
Experiment 1, forward/ backward heading task. Participants were presented with simulated self motion along a sum-of-sines path, but with no active control over their direction of motion. All scenes contained a flat ground plane with a gravel type texture. Motion across such a textured ground plane provides sufficient information to make judgments of heading that are accurate to ~4º . In some conditions there were additional road features which either offered information about future path, or acted as a low level visual control. In order to replicate more natural viewing conditions, no constraints were placed on eye movements during the presentation of these stimuli, though eye movements were recorded as outlined in the data collection section. There were six conditions in total, two of which (conditions 1 and 5) were used in the previous study by Field et al. (2007) . The first two conditions (figure 1a, flow) consisted of a textured gravel ground plane on the lower half of the screen with a horizon and sky in the upper half of the screen. Simulated self motion gave the impression of either following a winding course (condition 1, forward flow [Flow f ]) or reversing along a winding course (condition 2, backward flow [Flow b ]); in both of these conditions current heading direction could, in principle, be discerned from global optic flow patterns. Conditions 3 and 4 both consisted of the same textured gravel plane and trajectory as in the flow conditions but with the addition of a far road feature which was clipped at 12m (1.5s) ahead of the instantaneous position (figure 1b, far road). In condition 3 (forward far road [FarRd f ]) this gave the participant additional information about future path so that they could anticipate what their trajectory would be in 1.5s, alongside the task of judging their current heading from ground flow patterns. The low level road features provided in condition 4 (backward far road [FarRd b ]) were identical; however, this did not allow the participant to anticipate future heading judgement as the road only provided information about were they had travelled 1.5s earlier. Comparison of conditions 3 to 4 allows us to identify activation specific to integrating current heading with information about future path and separate this from responding to current heading and viewing low level visual properties of the road.
Direct comparison of conditions 3 and 4 (FarRd b > FarRd f ), however, would result in activation in regions which may respond more to contracting as opposed to expanding flow patterns, or regions which may be sensitive to task difficulty. Therefore two further conditions were added which could be used to control for the possibility that viewing backward optic flow would result in more activation than viewing forward optic flow. These conditions contained an irrelevant road feature which was drawn horizontally 32m (3s) ahead (~ 2.8 degrees under the horizon line: figure 1c ). Condition 5, overlaid this horizontal road for forward motion [HorRd f ] and condition 6, backward motion with a horizontal road [HorRd b ]). This road feature was made to wind in the same manner as the relevant road feature which allowed us to present stimuli with all the low level properties of the road but without providing any information about future path. Using both these conditions as comparative baseline to the respective FarRd f and FarRd b conditions will allow us to rule out activation which as a result of differences in task difficulty or in low level visual properties of expanding/ contracting flow patterns.
Each condition was presented 8 times in the scanner, and each presentation consisted of a 16 second block. Trial blocks were interspersed with 16 second rest blocks consisting of a black rectangle instead of the texture ground plane with the same horizon and sky. Data were collected across two epi runs of 11 minutes 25 seconds each.
Experiment 2, near road heading task. In this experiment we wished to determine the activation associated with gleaning information from near road edges as opposed to the far road edges. Two conditions were randomly interleaved that both required participants to indicate their heading direction during forward motion. We repeated Condition 1, forward flow, from experiment 1, and also ran Condition 2 (Near road [NrRd f ]) in which we added near road markings which projected 6m (0.75s) forward although near clipping by the rendered window meant that only 4m of these were visible. The near road edges were weakly informative about current path curvature, in that they tilted a small amount in the direction of travel, but did not supply information about future path curvature. Each condition was presented eight times each, with a trial block length of 16 seconds. The condition blocks were interspersed with rest blocks identical to those in experiment 1. The total epi scan acquisition time was 7 minutes and 8 seconds.
Behavioural Data Collection and Analysis
Heading responses. Behavioural data for experiments 1 and 2 was collected using an MRI compatible joystick (fORP; Current Designs, Inc., Philadelphia, PA) with a sampling rate of 50Hz. The x coordinate range of the joystick was +/-32768. The extent to which participants were indicating left heading (+ve coordinates) and right heading (-ve coordinates) was recorded alongside time since trial onset and simulated distance. Prior to analysis half the road coordinates and responses were flipped, so that trials in which participants started out with a leftwards heading could be directly compared to trials were participants started out with a rightwards heading. The minimum and maximum x coordinates of the actual road over time were -6.25m (rightmost extent) and +4.16m (leftmost extent) with a mean of -0.72.
In order to scale the joystick responses to be concordant with the road coordinates, average joystick x coordinates were collapsed across trials to ascertain mean values at each time point. The range of these average responses was then scaled to match the range of the mean road x coordinates. The new minimum and maximum values of the scaled individual joystick responses fell within the range -23.08 to +21.08 with a mean of -0.41. Several cross correlations were carried out between joystick response and the fluctuation in heading as indicated by ground flow. To address the issue of whether the participants were just using the motion of the distant road (12m ahead) to signal instantaneous heading we calculated equivalent correlations the instantaneous position of the road on the screen and also its velocity on the screen. Both the instantaneous heading and the position of the distant road on the screen are all derived from the same sum-of-sines road trajectory, but have different phase with respect to instantaneous road position. If we treat these variable as samples of an on-going time series, then a strong correlation can always be achieved if the cross-correlation with the joystick is calculated across all possible phase differences (e.g. -10sec to +10sec), but these would not be plausible lag/leads for the participant response. To constrain this, crosscorrelations were calculated within a lag window of 4sec to -0.5s. This means that we accept that the participants' response might lead instantaneous heading or road motion by 0.5s or lag by up to 4s, but outside that range we are considering correlations to be spurious. The output of the cross-correlation procedure is the optimal value of the correlation and the phase (lag) at which that occurred.
Eye tracking. Eye movement data were collected using a View Point Eye Tracker (Arrington Research, 2002) which was set up to collect data via an eye camera attached to the fMRI head coil in the scanner bore. This data were collected for a subset of 6 of the participants in a separate session to the fMRI data collection session because of restrictions placed on the amount of time a participant can spend in the exam room during a 24 hour period. The View Point Eye Tracker collected data with a spatial accuracy of approximately 0.15 degree visual arc and a temporal sampling of 30 Hz. Participants were asked to watch a total of three presentations of each condition from Experiments 1 and 2 whilst indicating their current heading in the same manner as they did in the main experiments.
fMRI data collection and analysis
Scan acquisition and pre-processing. fMRI data were collected using a Siemens Trio 3 Tesla scanner with an 8 channel head array coil. Functional images were collected using 46 slices covering the whole brain (slice thickness 3 mm, inter-slice distance 0 mm, in-plane resolution 3mm×3mm) with an echo planar imaging sequence (TR = 2.5 s, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90 degree). Prospective motion correction (PACE) was used to correct for small head movements between volumes (Lee et al., 1996) . All experiments in this study employed a block design and all fMRI data analysis was carried out using SPM5 software (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London). Prior to analysis, all images were corrected for slice timing using the middle slice as a reference slice. Images were realigned to the first image in the first session. Distortions in the epi sequences were corrected using field maps and the custom Fieldmap toolbox (Hutton et al., 2002; Jezzard & Balaban, 1995) . All images were normalized using affine and smooth non-linear transformations to an EPI template in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space. Finally, all images were smoothed with a full width half maximum Gaussian kernel of 6 mm.
1
st and 2 nd level analysis. Individual statistical contrasts were set up using the general linear model to fit each voxel with a combination of functions derived by convolving the standard haemodynamic response with the time series of the events and removing low-frequency noise with a high pass filter with a frequency cut off of 128s. An additional session regressor was added to experiments with more than one run. Contrast maps were created at the individual level and carried forward to group analysis using 2 nd level one-sample t-tests in SPM5. At the group level, voxel height thresholds were set at p = 0.001 (uncorrected) and then an additional extent threshold (k) was set in order to correct for multiple comparisons (Friston, Holmes, Poline, Price, & Frith, 1996) . Thus, reported activation passed a cluster level extent threshold of p = 0.05 (FWE corrected); individual k values set for each contrast will be reported in the results section. All results are reported in Talairach space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) ROI analysis. Where appropriate, regions of interest (ROIs) were created and percent signal change extracted using the Marsbar toolbox for SPM (Brett, Anton, Valabregue, & Poline, 2002) . Regions of interest were created for MT+ (MST/MT), PEFs, and the parietal region we believed to be involved in detecting future path (Field et al., 2007) . Clearly distinguishable MT and MST regions within MT+ were found in 9 of the 14 participants. In accordance with (Huk et al., 2002) , area MT fell posterior to area MST within MT+, and area MT was larger than area MST (Average MT = 2296 mm 3 , Average MST = 378mm 3 ). In order to compare the level of activation in MT/ MST elicited for each of the road conditions percent signal change was extracted for the forward far road, forward flow, forward horizontal road and forward near road conditions in comparison to baseline in each individual. Overall, BOLD response in MST was marginally greater than in MT; however, this result was non-significant. This non-significance probably reflects the fact that, whilst MST neurons are responding to global optic flow components, MT neurons are still responding to local motion vectors in our stimuli. Accordingly, results will be discussed in terms on MT+ only.
In order to establish whether the eye movement results were reflected at the neural level in areas involved in shifting spatial attention and saccadic eye movement, ROIs for the PEFs were created for each of the 14 participants and % signal change was extracted for each of the road conditions vs. baseline. A PEF ROI in this case was classed as activation above p = 0.001 uncorrected in the Sacc > Fix contrast from localiser 1 and located within the parietal lobes.
Results
The Impact of Road Features
Behavioural results. The response pattern for the forward heading conditions in a typical participant is displayed in figure 2a . A series of cross correlations between individual participant joystick response and heading from flow revealed strong average correlations for all forward conditions, indicating that during all forward egomotion trials participants were able to steer in response to current heading (Table 1) . Non-parametric analysis, however, revealed that there were significant condition related differences in response lag between the joystick steering response and instantaneous heading (χ² = 9.92, p < 0.05). One sample T-tests showed that whilst average lag values for Flow f , HorRd f and NrRd f (ranging from -0.652 to -0.819 secs) were significantly different from 0 (p < 0.001), the lag value for FarRd f (-0.155 secs) was not. Thus, although participants were able to reproduce the general pattern of the road in all conditions, in most conditions this was with a response lag of more than 0.65 seconds. The presence of a far road feature, truncated some 12m (1.5s travel time) from the observer enabled them to eliminate that lag. This adjustment was not evident for the same feature when participants were travelling backwards. Table 1: Cross correlation results; participant response lag in respect to heading, road position on screen and road velocity on screen. * = Significantly different from zero, p < 0.001.
It is possible that the advantage gained from seeing a roadway 12m (1.5 sec) ahead was that the position or motion of this feature directly cued heading judgments. If the road is to the right of the screen or moves rightward, participants could assume that they are heading to the left of the screen. In fact the cue is misleading because the road curvature 12m ahead also changes it projection of the screen in addition to the observe position. The cross correlations between joystick response and the position of the road on the screen revealed lower r values than for the correlation with heading (Table 1 ). The correlation of the joystick with road motion on the screen was comparable to that of heading, but only when the joystick was aligned with very long lag. We suggest that it is implausible that the participant notes the motion of the distant road feature, waits 1.1s, and then responds to it, by which time it is moving in a different direction. The lags encountered in the simple flow conditions (~0.8s) are because it takes some time to identify and integrate flow field changes, the same is not true of discrete lateral motion. Overall, this suggests that the reduction in response lag in the FarRd f was not due to participants responding to the distant road as a heuristic cues but rather due to the use of the path information the road supplied to synchronize their passive steering with the flow field information. Neural results. In order to see which brain regions respond to the presence of a relevant distant road feature a whole brain second level analysis was conducted on the FarRd f > Flow f contrast from experiment 1 (p = 0.05 FWE, cluster level k = 75), see table 2 and figure 3. The primary peak of activation was in the right middle temporal gyrus, with a further peak of activation in the left middle temporal gyrus. These regions correspond to what is thought to be the human motion complex (MT+) (Dukelow et al., 2001; Smith & Wall, 2007; Wall & Smith, 2008) . Activation was also evident in the left and right SPL extending into the left and right precuneous. Peaks of activation were also found in the left middle occipital gyrus and the right inferior temporal gyrus when viewing a far road feature.
Condition
Our behavioural analysis also indicated that a near section of road acted to improve, albeit nonsignificantly, the temporal lag in heading response. We explored these behavioural results at the neural level in order to see whether BOLD response in the previous contrast was specific to detecting a far road feature, as opposed to simply detecting a meaningful road feature. A whole brain second level analysis was conducted on the NrRd f > Flow f contrast from experiment 2 (p = 0.05 FWE, cluster lever k = 60), see table 2. The activation revealed in this contrast was focused in left and right MT+. Figure 3 shows the main areas of activation in both the FarRd f > Flow f (blue) and NrRd f > Flow f (red) contrasts, the overlap in activation is shown in purple in figure 3. MT+ activation is common to both contrasts and the percent signal change in this region for both FarRd f (mean % SC = 1.41, sd = 0.50) and NrRd f (mean % SC = 1.58, sd = 1.64) was not significantly different. However, only the far road paradigm produced activation in cortical regions beyond MT+ in the parietal and temporal cortices, as shown by the contract FarRd f >Flow f (p = 0.05, FWE corrected) masked by NrRd f > Flow f (p= 0.01, uncorrected); see inset in figure 3. 
TABLE 2 -See end
It was thought that the comparison of the FarRd f condition to Flow f would result in activation in areas involved in the detection of future path, but it would also elicit activation in areas which are associated with detecting the low level features of the road and the execution/suppression of eye movements in response to moving visual stimuli. These neural processes are not specific to detecting and integrating future path information but may be located anatomically adjacent to regions involved in the detection of future path. To segregate activation which was related to detecting future path information, first, a whole brain group analysis of the contrast FarRd f > HorRd f was performed (p = 0.05 FWE, cluster level k = 75) with the intention of removing activation which was associated with the detection of low level visual road features. Second, an exclusive mask of the contrast Sacc > Fix from localiser 1 (p = 0.01, uncorrected) was used to remove activation in PEF which arose as a result of eye movements and shifts in spatial attention, see table 1 and figure 4. We acknowledge that some of the Sacc > Fix contrast activations were in regions of white matter; however, this is believed to be a consequence of using a lenient threshold in order to create a conservative exclusive mask. In the FarRd f > HorRd f contrast, activation (shown in orange and red in figure 4) was less extensive than the parietal lobe activation elicited in FarRd f > Flow f but remained in bilateral SPL extending into the medial wall of the IPS; activation in regions corresponding to MT+ also remained. Applying an exclusive mask of Sacc > Fix (shown green in figure 4 ), set at a liberal threshold to exclude all voxels associated with planned eye movement or spatial shifts of attention, removed MT+ activation, whilst the cluster in the right SPL extending into the mIPS remained (shown in red outside the green mask outline, in figure 4 ). In the context of forward egomotion, this area may be said to be a candidate area for detecting and responding to future path information over and above other general task related processes.
Backwards Compared to Forwards Motion
Behavioural results. The scaled heading response from a typical participant during backwards heading is displayed in figure 2b . A series of cross correlations between participant joystick response and heading from flow revealed strong (see table 1) correlations for all backward conditions, indicating during all backward egomotion trials participants were able to steer in response to heading cues in a way which was comparable to that of forward egomotion. Non-parametric analysis revealed that there were no significant condition related differences between the three backward egomotion conditions. One sample Ttests showed that the average lag values for FarRd b , Flow b and HorRd b were all significantly different from 0 (p < 0.001). Thus, although participants were able to follow the pattern of the road, they were unable to make anticipatory judgements in order to reduce their response lag below 0.715 secs. Joystick responses were not significantly correlated with road position on screen, and the correlation between joystick response and road velocity on screen was lower than the aforementioned heading correlations and associated with a 0.558 sec lag. Thus, participants were not using distal road features as heuristic cues but, rather, making joystick responses based on heading cues. Unlike FarRd f trails participants were not able to make anticipatory judgments about future changes in heading in FarRd b trials.
Neural results . The behavioural data suggest that accuracy of participants' judgments when travelling backwards were equivalent to those when they were travelling forwards. However, the data also indicated that whilst a far road feature could reduce lag when travelling forwards it did not reduce lag when travelling backwards. This would suggest that the superior parietal lobe region involved in detecting future path information activated during forward far road should not be strongly activated during backward far road. The contrast FarRd b > Flow b (p =0.05 FWE, cluster level k = 75, table 3) revealed activation in the left SPL, extending into the left precentral gyrus. Peak activation in the right hemisphere was in the middle occipital gyrus. Activation was also present in right MT+, and the average signal change in bilateral MT+ for FarRd b was not significantly different from that of FarRdf at 1.35 %. The activation clusters in the parietal lobe were lateral to those observed in the FarRd f > Flow f contrast and the extent of activation is much reduced. A second contrast was carried out on FarRd b > HorRd b to look at activation in the presence of backward far road whilst removing any activation which may have been due to low level visual properties of the road feature. No activation remained at the group cluster level (p = 0.05 FWE, k = 75) in this contrast. In order to locate activation in the presence of forward far road which was not present in backward far road, the contrast FarRd f > HorRd f (p = 0.05 FWE, cluster level k = 75) was exclusively masked by FarRd b > HorRd b , see table 3. The mask was reduced to a p = 0.01 (uncorrected) level in order to maximise the voxels in the mask and thereby give the most conservative map of activation specific to forward far road. Activation remained in the right SPL and mIPS, as well as in left and right MT+ (shown in yellow in figure 5 ). This activation is comparable to the first method we used to isolate activations specific to forwards motion, by exclusively masking the FarRd f > HorRd f contrast with activation in the PEF localiser (figure 5, shown in red). There was a large degree of overlap (figure 5, shown in pink) in the SPL/ mIPS activation for these two methods of isolating future path activation, with only 5 less voxels present when using activation in the PEF localiser as a mask in comparison to the backward far road mask.
Eye movements & spatial attention
The averaged gaze locations are shown in figure 6 . This analysis used a binning procedure to compare the horizontal and vertical trends for gaze clustered to the left, centre and right, for each condition. As expected, participants gaze was ~2deg higher during the forward far road condition (blue circles) as compared to flow-only (black circles) or horizontal road (green circles). When a near road was present was (red circles) gaze position was lower. On average, participants looked lower during the presentation of backward stimuli, around 5º below the horizon. The average number of saccades per 16 second trial was calculated for each condition. The near road elicited the most saccades (144.2), followed by the backward flow condition (117.7) and the backward horizontal road (110.2). The reminder of the conditions elicited the least number of saccades (forward flow; 99.6: forward horizontal; 102.6: backward far road; 101.4, and forward far road; 103.9). Overall, there was also no clear relationship between the amount of saccades and either forward/ backward ground flow or road feature.
In order to look at whether there was an effect of the conditions in the heading task on activation in the PEFs, percent signal change was extracted for each of the conditions in this area, results can be seen in figure 7 . The FarRd f condition was associated with significantly higher activation in the PEFs and both Flow f and Flow b conditions were associated with significantly lower activation in PEF. It was apparent, however, that there was no significant relationship between number of saccades or focus of gaze and strength of activation in PEF. This proposal is further supported by the fact that one of our earlier whole brain contrasts comparing the condition with the most saccades (NrRd f ) with the condition with the least saccades (Flow f ) did not result in PEF activation, or any other parietal activation. In order to test whether the region we propose is involved in processing future path was simply responding to either planned or executed eye movements, a future path area ROI was created separately for each individual using the same contrast as the group level analysis: FarRd f > HorRd f (p = 0.001, FWE corrected), masked exclusively with FarRd b >Flow b (p = 0.05,uncorrected). Average % signal change in this region indicated modest deactivation in comparison to baseline during Fix (mean = -0.40, sd = 0.66) and Sacc (mean = -0.16, sd = -0.83) in our PEF localiser experiments. These near zero signal change values demonstrate that the BOLD response in this region is not simply a function of differences in shifts of attention or eye movements.
Discussion
This study has confirmed that the ability to respond to current path curvature during locomotion is enhanced by adding information about the future path (~1.5s ahead), which agrees with Land and Horwood (1995) . The change in behavioural performance produced by the future path information is linked to the presence of a specific superior parietal activation. The link between the behavioural effect and the specific BOLD response suggest that activation in this region is produced by the processing of future path information.
The presence of a far road feature during forwards egomotion reduced the temporal lag between actual heading and the joystick steering response from ~0.8s to 0.15s. This effect was not present during backwards egomotion where the same road features were displayed, but they did not carry the same informational value. We also demonstrated that it was not a consequence of using local motion of road edges as simple reference cues to steering. Together, these results suggest that participants were using future path information to enhance steering judgments some 1.5s later, a strategy which could not be used when travelling backwards. As a result participants looked on average higher in the visual scene during the forward far road condition, towards an area in which the far road features were located, and looked on average lower in the visual scene in conditions which required backward heading judgments, effectively ignoring far road information. These findings are in concordance with a far road/near road mechanism proposed by Land and Horwood (1995) , in which anticipation of future road curvature, along with information regarding current road positioning, affords greater steering accuracy.
The neural results of this investigation complimented the present behavioural findings and were comparable with activation patterns in both Field et al. (2007) and Peuskens et al. (2001) . A focal point of neural activity in the SPL extending into the mIPS was evident in the presence of a far road feature, but not a near road feature. Moreover, this region responded only to far road features during forward egomotion and was unresponsive during backward egomotion, suggesting that this activation was specific to making anticipatory judgments about road curvature in order to enhance performance during forwards egomotion. On the other hand, only MT+ showed a significant activation to near road stimulus. This finding is concordant with previous studies that have found MT+ responds to optic flow patterns (Dukelow et al., 2001; Huk et al., 2002; Morrone et al., 2000; Smith & Wall, 2007) and suggests that that, in part, Land and Horwood's (1995) near road mechanism might be identified with processing in MT+; however, we acknowledge that this conclusion must be tentative because in the present study the actual function of the near road mechanism was not engaged as lane positioning during the heading task was always exactly central and so there was no error signal. In Field et al.'s (2007) previous paper cortical activity related to road position errors and error correction was highlighted, although the interaction interactions with MT+ were not confirmed. Further studies of both active steering and passive heading judgments in a near and far road task would be needed to clarify error correction mechanisms. But within the present study the overall pattern of activation in the SPL/ mIPS and MT+ regions clearly identifies with Land and Horwood's (1995) far road and near road mechanisms respectively.
Before we expand on the role of the SPL and mIPS in the detection of future path, alternative explanations for activation in this region must be discounted. Both SPL and IPS have previously been associated with shifts of attention (Corbetta et al., 1998; Hopfinger, Buonocore, & Mangun, 2000) and planning and executing eye movements (Kan, Misaki, Iwata, Koike, & Miyauchi, 2007; Schraa-Tam et al., 2008) . We argue, however, that activation in this region when processing future path information does not simply reflect a heightened reliance on either of these processes. Not only was activation associated with these processes segregated using an independent functional localiser of PEF, we also used a post-hoc percentsignal-change analysis to reveal that execution of saccadic eye movements did not result in any change in BOLD response in our future path related SPL/mIPS region. Given that all conditions were also matched in terms of motor response, activation in this region relating to motor planning or intention (Snyder, Batista, & Andersen, 2000) can also be discounted. Wolbers et al. (2008) highlighted areas of parietal cortex that were involved in spatial updating of target coordinates over a delay of 4.25 -5.75s. Such a role is also in concordance with the premise that the SPL is involved in spatial encoding and inhibition (Pollmann et al., 2008) . To produce the observed reduction in steering lag the participants need to continuously encode directional changes that will be required in 1.5s time. Studies on way finding and navigation (Maguire et al., 1998; Seubert el a., 2008) have already implicated the parietal lobe in egocentric aspects of such tasks and activation in our task may be consequence of a similar function in relation to changes in heading. Furthermore, studies on visual-motor coordination suggest that neurons in the parietal cortex may be specialised in a way which could facilitate detection and response to future path changes. In macaques, the medial intraparietal cortex (MIP) is thought to be part of the parietal reach region (PPR), which is associated with goal directed motor planning and execution (Cohen & Andersen, 2002; Eskandar & Assad, 1999) . Recent research has implicated the mIPS as the putative human homologue of MIP (Grefkes & Fink, 2005) and activation in mIPS and SPL has been found in response to visually guided hand movements towards a target using fMRI (Grefkes, Ritzl, Zilles, & Fink, 2004) , suggesting this region may have similar functionality in humans. Cohen and Andersen (2002) claim that MIP is just one component part of the PPR and is involved in the transformation of information in different modalities (visual, auditory, motor) in to a common frame of reference. Such transformations facilitate communication between regions, allowing for easy coordination of movement as a response to sensory input. More importantly for the task of responding to future path information the neurons in the posterior parietal cortex, including IPS, have been found to show sustained activation during the delay of pointing responses and are said to be capable of storing representations of intended, but not executed, movements in humans (Fernandez-Ruiz, Goltz, DeSouza, Vilis, & Crawford, 2007) . It is possible that the temporal response properties of neurons in the posterior parietal cortex may be ideally suited to encoding both transient and impending motor responses. Whilst the aforementioned studies have been primarily focused on reaching movements, or movements in near space, the specialisation of the neurons in posterior parietal cortex may also be well suited to controlling locomotion and generating planned movements in response to visual information such as impending changes to heading direction. Activations in our study could reflect the storage of information about future road curvature and/ or the transformation of far road information into a common egocentric reference frame for motor execution.
This combination of behavioural results that confirmed improved synchronization of participants' steering responses and fMRI methods suggest that the SPL/ mIPS is responding to impending changes in heading imposed by path constraints. The results also lead us to hypothesise that MT+ may be associated with near road edge-detection system that contributes towards the maintenance of current lane position. These mechanisms unpin the common skill exhibited by humans who travel at speed and follow designated paths. Every driver recognises that it is essential to see the path a few seconds ahead to steer effectively. There are some specific examples; such as following another vehicle on an unknown dimly lit road, that highlight how useful it can be to encode future directional changes. This study highlights the cortical areas which may handle that class of information. Locations are presented in Talairach space at a FWE cluster level threshold, p = 0.05, k = 75. * Mask threshold is set at p = 0.01 uncorrected.
